Introduction

BUILD-O-MATIC
The Build-o-Matic allows you to finish those ugly, incomplete
buildings that have been laying around your homestead!

Not all buildings will be in the build-o-matic at all times, but fear not – new
buildings will be rotated in. This also means that some buildings will be rotated
out, so make sure to finish the buildings while they are in the build-o-matic.
Current buildings being supported by the AMAZING build-o-matic include:

All done with these buildings? From the Build-o-Matic, you can also construct
the manufactured create. This crate gives out some very useful and powerful
rewards!

Crate rewards include horseshoes, book of XP, beef jerky, boosts, xp, rare
animals, and much more! Start Building NOW!!!

Quick Overview

BUILD-O-MATIC
1 Go to the Build-o-Matic
by clicking on the “Open
Build-o-Matic” option from
the building.

Go To

Build-o-Matic

Work on

Incomplete
Buildings

2 Scroll through buildings to find
an incomplete one to work on.

You can also Place a new building
to start construction.
3 Use Cattle Power to fulfill

Use
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building part requirements.

4 Cattle Power comes from
Cattle Rotators and Hamster
Generators!
Hint: Upgrading the build-o-matic
increases the amount of Cattle
Power you get from the Cattle
Rotators and Hamster Generators.

Drops more CP than
Cattle Rotators

5 Use Cattle Power to

Finish

Buildings

Manufactured
Crate

Give Cattle Rotators and
Hamster Generators
“Multiform Conductors” to
generate Cattle Power.

complete building requirements.
Complete all requirements to
fully upgrade the building!

6 You can also use Cattle
Power to make Manufactured
Crates!
These crates give awesome
rewards like horseshoes, boosts,
and XP.

How does it work?

BUILD-O-MATIC
Scroll to see current
buildings available in
the build-o-matic*

*Not all buildings will supported in
the Build-o-matic. Some buildings will
only be available in the build-o-matic
for a limited time. Take advantage of
upgrading buildings with Cattle Power
while the building is available!

Place Building
to start
Construction

This is the amount of Cattle Power (CP) you
current have in your inventory.

Completed
requirements will
look like this

You can buy
more CP with
horseshoes

Buy Cattle Rotators
and Hamster
Generators to make
more CP
Use Cattle Power to fulfill any building requirement*.
One Cattle Power is equivalent to any building part.
START BUILDING!

Completed buildings
will have a “Complete”
Stamp.

*Does not work for special building
pieces that get from completing
certain quests.

